This report documents the interfaces and functions of the 1996 demo version of the Executor. The Executor i s the shop controller for the National Advanced Manufacturing Testbed (NAMT) Framework demo, a prototype distributed manufacturing system that is used t o validate prenormative specifications for manufacturing -related protocols and interfaces.
Introduction
The National Advanced Manufacturing Testbed (NAMT) Framework [l] demo i s a prototype dis tributed manufacturing system that serves as a testbed and trial implementation for emerging industry -developed specifications such as SEMATECH's Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) Framework. [2] The core of the NAMT Framework demo i s the Executor, which acts as the shop controller in t h e NAMT Framework architecture (see Figure 1) .
The Executor is a multi-threaded Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) server. I t dispatches discrete parts manufacturing jobs that are requested by a human operator via the Guardian. The Guardian i s the user interface that accepts input from a terminal and translates it into CORBA commands understood by the Executor. Other components in the architecture are the Production Information Base (PIB), which uses a commercial object base t o maintain lot information; the Product Data Manager (PDM), which uses another commercial product to maintain STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product model data) Part 21documents containing t h e routings for the lots; and the workcell, which is the next level of control down from the Executor, closer to the actual machines. This guide to the Executor i s written at a level t o be understood by a programmer, rather than a casual user, because the Executor itself does not interface directly with the user. I t i s the Guardian's job to provide user-friendly access to the Executor's functions, and to mediate between the keyboard and mouse on one hand and the Executor's C O M A API on the other. The purpose of this report is to document that API as it i s seen by the Guardian or by any other clients of the Executor that may be built in the future. Documentation at an even lower level that discusses the internals of the Executor and various implementation issues is available on the NIST intranet at <URL:http://www -i.cme.nist .gov/framework/doc/papers96/ex96docs/>.
T h e Executor
The primary functions of the Executor are the following:
1. Respond to commands and status requests from the Guardian, which receives control input directly from the operator.
2. Retrieve lot information from the PIB to determine the routings. 3 . Retrieve routings from the PDM and parse them.
4. Activate jobs.
Dispatch tasks to workcells.
6. Receive feedback from the workcells.
7. Abort jobs that are botched.
Write logging information.
The job control and status monitoring interfaces that the Executor offers to the Guardian are documented in following sections. The interface provided by the workcell to the Executor is largely the same as that provided by the Executor to the Guardian; both inherit the primary aspects of their interface from the same class. The other interfaces supported by the Executor, namely those to the PIB and the PDM, are out of the scope of this report, since they are defined unilaterally by the PIB and PDM; however, the interactions with the PIB and PDM are important to understanding how the Executor works.
In order to show the Executor in context, the following scenario describes i t s interactions with the Guardian, the PIB, the PDM, and the workcell by following the path of a job through the system. Figure 2 illustrates the associations between the various entities that w i l l be discussed below. In addition to the activity described above, the Executor i s continuously polled for status infor-
The E x e~~t o r 'job control and status monitoring interfaces are defined in IDL, the Interface Definition Language that i s used for CORBA servers. Those 
Logging
The Executor maintains three of the four logs that are displayed by the Guardian (see Figure 3) Table 2 shows the status operations provided by all ManagedJobs, while Tables 3 and 4 show the additional specialized status operations provided by ShopJobs and ShopProcessJobs respectively. The priority that was specified for the job. Helpful hints:
I. abortManagerOperations means E-Stop. The JobManager goes away.
2. pauseManagerOperations and stopManagerOperations both mean that you should l e t any running jobs f i n i s h but don't s t a r t any new ones. The only d i f f e r e n c e between STOPPED and PAUSED i s that you can queue up new jobs while PAUSED but n o t w h i l e STOPPED.
3.
You can e i t h e r stop o r abort a job that i s merely created o r queued t o send i t t o t h e MJ-CANCELLED s t a t e . 
